



















Analysis of Rotation Curves in the framework of the Gravitational Suppression model
Christiane Frigerio Martins and Paolo Salucci∗
SISSA, Via Beirut 4, 34014 Trieste, Italy
(Dated: November 3, 2006)
We present an analysis of suitable Rotation Curves (RC’s) of eight galaxies, aimed at checking
the consistency and universality of the Gravitational Suppression (GraS) hypothesis, a phenomeno-
logical model for a new interaction between dark matter and baryons. Incentivated by the puzzle
of the core/cuspy distribution of dark matter in the center of haloes, this hypothesis claims to rec-
oncile the predictions from N-body ΛCDM simulations with observations of the galaxy RC’s. The
GraS model provides better fits for the observed kinematics of some galaxies, but we found several
counterexamples that put the theory in difficulty.
PACS numbers: 95.30.Sf,98.62.Ck5,98.62.Gq
Introduction
The Gravitational Suppression hypothesis [1] is a phe-
nomenological model that addresses the complex under-
standing of the dark matter distribution in small, sub-
galactic scales. High-resolution radio observations from
spiral galaxies, along with their optical RC’s, suggest
that the dark matter is distributed in spherical haloes
with nearly constant density cores (see [2, 3, 4] and ref-
erences therein). On the other hand, theoretical predic-
tions from the well known N-body ΛCDM simulations
(e.g. [5]) present a density distribution profile that is





rs is a scale radius and ρs its characteristic density, in
principle independent, but found related within a rea-








where c is a concentration parameter and Rvir and Mvir
are the virial radius and halo. Several solutions have
been proposed to the discrepancy between the N-body
outcome and the observations, most of them related ei-
ther to a better comprehension of structure formation
(e.g. [7]) or to fundamental physics (e.g. [8]).
The original proposal by Piazza and Marinoni (PM)
GraS model, instead, modifies the usual Newtonian po-
tential between dark matter and baryons in such a way
that the NFW kinematics and the observed one become
in agreement. The idea is adding a Yukawa contribution
to the gravitational potential
∆2φNewton = 4piG(ρbaryons + ρDM ), (3)
from an hypothetical short-range interaction just be-
tween dark matter and baryons
(∆2 − λ2)φY ukawa = 4piGρDM , (4)
where λ is a scale range parameter. The effect is damping
the gravitational interaction in small scales. The final
potential is then:
φ = φNewton + αφY ukawa. (5)
α is a strength parameter and taken to be −1 in order to
have a maximum possible gravitational suppression [9].






halo,Y ukawa = r|dφhalo/dr|. (6)
In PM model, for a (small) sample of RC’s of Low Sur-
face Brightness galaxies GraS was able to eliminate the
above discrepancy. However, in order to allow a simple
analytic calculation, they have taken a number of as-
sumptions and approximations. In detail, the contribu-
tion to the gravitational potential from the baryons (stars
and HI disk) was neglected and the dark matter distribu-
tion was modeled with the simple form ρDM (x) = ρ0x
−β ,
rather than by eq (1). Further support to GraS was given
in [10] where the dispersion velocity of two spheroidal
dwarfs (Fornax and Draco) were studied in this scenario.
However, both the large errors in the kinematical mea-
surements and the large geometrical and orbital uncer-
tainties of the employed mass model, limited the rele-
vance of their findings.
In the present analysis of GraS we leave the above ap-
proximation and we test a wider and fairer samples of
spirals. First, the exact NFW profile. Secondly, the lu-
minous contribution is considered, so that the total po-
tential is
φtot = φhalo + φdisk + φgas, (7)
that leads to:







Finally, we use high resolution RC’s of Low and High
Surface Brightness galaxies, in order to investigate the
consistency and universality of the model.
2The methodology of the analysis is to decompose the
total circular velocity into stellar, gaseous and halo con-
tributions, where this later contains the additional dark
matter-baryons interaction. Available photometry shows
that the stars in our sample of galaxies are distributed in





where MD is the disk mass and RD is the scale length
(see [2] for details). The circular velocity contribution





where x ≡ r/RD and G is the gravitational constant.
The quantity B = I0K0− I1I1 is a combination of Bessel
functions.
In a first step, the RC’s are χ2 best fitted with the fol-
lowing free parameters: disk mass, NFW scale radius and
characteristic density, and scale range of GraS. Then we
redo the best fit letting fix the GraS scale range param-
eter at the mean value found of λ = 3.1kpc. Note that
the published mean value of PM is λ = 1.1kpc and that
in our rigorous approach, our value is the most favorable
for the PM model: values of λ different from ours lead
to worse results. Lastly, we compare mass model with
data and we test whether the values of the parameters
are physically reasonable.
Our sample represents the best available RC’s to study
the mass distribution of dark matter and has been used
in the works concerning the core/cuspy controversy (e.g.
[2, 12]. The sample includes nearby galaxies from Low
to High Surface Brightness, all poorly fitted by NFW
halo profile: DDO47 (dwarf LSB [13]); ESO116-G12 and
ESO79-G14 (low-luminosity [2]); NGC6822 (most nearby
dwarf irregular Local Group member [14]); UGC8017,
UGC10981, UGC11455 (very luminous galaxies [15]);
M31 (Andromeda, nearest spiral galaxy).
Let us notice that when Hα and HI RC’s are both
available they agree well where they coexist. Moreover
the RC’s are smooth, symmetric and extended to large
radii.
Results
The RC’s are decomposed into gas, stars and and dark
matter contributions by means of eqs (1)-(8).
The contribution of the gaseous disk is derived from the
HI surface density distribution. The results are against
the GraS model. The resulting mass models, in fact, are
inconsistent with observations, that point to haloes with
constant density cores. ΛCDM models, which predict a
central cusp in the density profile, are in clear conflict
with the data and usually are not solved by the Yukawa
potential term. In detail we show in the table I the out-
come of the analysis for each galaxy of luminosity LB
and mass properties given by columns (2), (4), (5), (6),
(9) and (10). Columns (7) and (8) show χ2 and χ2red,
and (11) and (12) show whether the fit and the mass
parameters (P ) are acceptable.
FIG. 1: Galaxies in which GraS eliminates the core/cuspy
controversy. Y-axis is the velocity in km/s. The solid line
represents the best-fitting mass model, the long-dashed line
is the contribution of the dark matter halo, and the dotted
and short-dashed lines are the contributions of the stellar and
gaseous discs, respectively. Below the RC the residuals are
also shown (Vobs − Vmodel).
3FIG. 2: Galaxies in which do not solve the controversy core/cuspy. In M31 and UGC10981 the poor fits and unphysical mass
parameters remain with GraS implementation. In the other cases, only the later problem remains. See figure 1 for details.
In detail, we found two RC’s favorable to the GraS
model (see figure 1, Table I) as those in PM. NGC6822
and ESO116-G12 have a very poor NFW fit and unphys-
ical values of the parameters, that are satisfactory im-
proved by implementing GraS.
On the other hand, however, we found six counterex-
amples (see figure 2, Table I) that are in strictly conflit
with the GraS model. In these cases the poor fits and/or
the completely unphysical values of the NFW mass pa-
rameters have not been improved and sometimes even
gotten worse by the Yukawa term.
4TABLE I: Mass parameters and the outcome of the analysis.
galaxy MD(M⊙) LB(10
10L⊙) MD/LB rs(kpc) ρs(10
4ρcrit) χ
2 χ2red Mvir(M⊙) Rvir(kpc) fit P result
NGC6822 NFW < 6.7× 106 0.009 <0.07 87± 49 0.19± 0.12 846 2.3 1.7×1012 305
NFW+GraS < 2.9× 106 <0.03 2.9±0.1 24±0.7 172 0.5 2.5×1010 75 √ √ YES
ESO116-G12 NFW (4.2± 27) × 108 0.25 0.2 14.5 ± 14 4.0± 6.6 345 2.8 3.8×1011 185
NFW+GraS (1± 1.7) × 109 0.4 5.1 ± 2.3 26± 25 124 1 1.5×1011 135 √ YES
M31 NFW (1.3± 0.1) × 1011 3 4.3 28.5 ± 1 2.2± 0.1 1778 2 1.4×1012 284
NFW+GraS (1.4± 0.1) × 1011 4.7 31± 1.1 1.8± 0.1 1966 2.2 1.4×1012 285 X NO
UGC10981 NFW (1.8± 0.3) × 1011 6.4 2.8 8± 2.9 13± 9 1908 4.2 2.6×1011 165
NFW+GraS (4.9± 4.4) × 1010 0.8 4.2 ± 0.3 180 ± 40 1072 2.4 7.7×1011 232 X X NO
UGC8017 NFW (3.8± 0.8) × 1010 2.2 1.7 379± 3600 150 ± 60 1519 4 4.4 × 1017 19400
NFW+GraS (4.4± 0.3) × 1010 2 22± 9 250 ± 50 614 1.6 1.5 × 1014 1370 X NO
DDO47 NFW < 2.3× 107 0.005 <0.5 176± 10 0.12 ± 0.1 419 1.9 7.4 × 1012 500
NFW+GraS (4.5± 2.2) × 107 0.9 26± 18 1.8± 1.4 89 0.4 8.1×1011 238 √ X NO
ESO79-G14 NFW (6.4± 1.9) × 109 1.1 0.6 330± 1400 0.1± 0.49 951 5 3.9×1013 865
NFW+GraS (6± 0.9) × 109 0.5 22.9 ± 6 3.2± 1.4 389 2 1.1×1012 256 √ X NO
UGC11455 NFW (7± 2)× 1010 2.4 2.9 121± 13 0.9± 0.1 3248 13.5 3.6×1013 847
NFW+GraS < 1010 <0.4 13.7 ± 0.5 28± 2.6 1773 7.4 3.2×1012 375 √ X NO
FIG. 3: A case where we implement the Bullock law (equation
2). See figure 1 for details.
In the next step, we implement the Bullock concen-
tration versus halo mass relation to the original NFW
profile, that eliminates one parameter. We obtain even
worse results by applying GraS. We report an example
in figure 3.
Conclusions
The model of Piazza and Marinoni does not work for
high quality well-suited RC’s of different spiral galaxies.
Although GraS model provides better fits in some cases,
or, in other words, it transforms a cusp distribution in
a core (see figure 1), we found a sufficient number of
counterexamples in which this does not occur. Moreover,
let us point out an absence of a pattern in this inability
so that it is presently difficult to understand how modify
the GraS model in order to match with observations.
We conclude that the GraS model is a rather strong
hypothesis with likely theoretical inconsistencies that do
not solve the core/cuspy problem of the mass distribution
of dark matter in the center of haloes.
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